
9.4 (John Dominski) A most sociological researcher in terms of his understanding of 
play, this response is fully grounded in this student’s background work on the concept.  
With a firmly established grasp of what he’s after, analytically, we see a more classic 
approach to writing up notes here.  The response includes notes about conversations with 
people while in the field as well as his observations of the gorillas.  This student also 
experimented with a new technique, indicated in this response:  short videos of the 
activity he saw, used to remind himself later of exactly what he observed.   



Assignment 8:  11-3-2009
Play Time: Observing Jojo’s Troop

We had started class discussing the space mapping 2 work, which I realize now, in hindsight, 
what I had to do. See if I have time at some point to redo that one.

We had looked at a movie featuring Kwan when he was a younger black back gorilla and 
what his old habitat looked like, well glimpses of it anyway. 

The assignment for this week included identifying instances of PLAY within a troop. After 
reading Keys and Keyings by Goffman again I had realized somewhat how to distinguish dif-
ferent levels of playing or not playing. 

I decided that while observing, the dichotomy of play/not play is everywhere if one looks 
close enough. Really getting down and saying some behavior may or not be play is in the eye 
of the beholder. One has to see how the ape is doing something, because one person may 
call it play while another says it is not play; to truly distinguish, one would have to know the 
mental mindset of the ape in that moment in time. at what point is any strip of activity truly 
a constant running without perhaps small break here and there, and is one long engagement 
truly all play or does it not also have some periods of extreme-non play, perhaps signals to 
another individual telling it it had crossed a sort of boundary?

Which individuals manifest the current relations of play within the group? Jojo is a sort of 
necessity to the natural order, being the dominant controller of all the other individual sin 
the group. As he always has an eye out for any disruptive behavior he does not agree with. If 
he was not around, who would mediate the disputes that are bound to happen between 
more equal status apes without going into more intense fighting behavior. 

If we could focus on the most micro aspects of play occurring, could we infer that the apes 
play with certain features of their environment. actually, it might be necessary to define who 
labels the frame ‘play’ versus anything else in the first place, like grooming, or simply climb-
ing, or even eating. do apes play with their food? in whose perspective, and a mother might 
explain to her son that the ape is simply playing with his food if he does not eat it in a direct 
manner. But, is it safe to assume these framings? well yes and no, being that the small child 
has the best framing he possible could while perhaps the mother knows of a greater under-
standing of what the ape is actually doing. but even if we might ask an ape expert, say Jane 
Goodall, her notions of specific behaviors will most like blur on some ambiguous actions. 
Today, while keeping this play theme in mind, I was asking myself if one ape in particular 
could have been playing with a small stick in her mouth. She was standing on all fours, look-
ing across the inside habitat toward the outside. She had this 8” stick hanging from her lips 
horizontally to the ground, and while standing there, she was sort of moving it in the most 
micro of way, not exactly chewing on it, but simply moving it between her lips, almost let-
ting it reach the edge of her grasp then sort of move it back. After a few moments of this, 
the stick went out a little far and dropped to the ground. She did look toward the ground to 



see where it landed, but only fixed a sheet that was beneath her then slowly meandered off 
to where she was looking during that short duration. Is this loose concept play? I mean she 
was probably passing time while fiddling that stick between her teeth, but fiddling and play 
are also synonyms in my book, even if loosely connected. This sort of instance like above 
had me thinking about how one can play with oneself. If an ape is up in the ‘bamboo’ and 
she is swinging herself around or whatnot, is she playing?

What about the most macro parts of the environment in which we study. for the collective 
being of all the objects in the area allows for play to exist in the first place, and this is inter-
esting because we have literally said play must happen in a place, whether temporal or spa-
tial. If this place of play exists, where is it, and when is it so defined as play. We can safely 
infer that in a padded room the apes might not be the most playful ever, but in an environ-
ment that at least mimics the qualities of what their ontological self-hood, or nature, is 
adapted to, then we could safely say that play would happen. Im not sure how sound this ar-
gument is, considering that in the right mental mindset, play could happen anywhere. what 
would be the most extreme non-play endpoint? chaos might be a complete breakdown of 
play because Goffman states that the attitudes sustained during ‘play time’ are ordered and 
fluid meaning that they can swiftly change course only with the cooperation of other parties 
involved. play assumes being both attacked and attacking, where offense and defense can be 
reversed in a matter of moments but everyone involved within this immediate active play 
frame are keyed into the same understanding of the happening of the situation. perhaps the 
ideal play is one happening in a continual ‘gewhorfenheit’ like state; where immediate reality 
is the ground one plays upon...

When I had started my observations at 11:30, I noted that all the apes were sort of still and 
napping. Fairly spaced apart and resting they were. Joe was joking that they were “playing 
dead...” haha. 

I saw a squirrel burying some food inside the habitat and was talking to a keeper who looked 
a bit disgruntled by that rascally squirrel burying its food for the coming winter months. A 
smart squirrel, at least in its intent, but a nuisance to the keepers as they worry that they 
might bury small foods with contaminants in them. An ape could eat the thing and become 
very sick and is therefore a problem for the keepers. I ask what the apes might think about 
another animal burying food on their territory, and he said that they rarely ever have such a 
response to them. sometimes the young or juveniles might chase after them or ‘play’ with 
them, but that’s about it. he confided that the chimps will hunt them and tear them to 
pieces. He was saying how he tells people that he would “rather be killed by a lion than a 
chimpanzee... one bite from a lion is all it takes, on the neck, but a chimp...” I respond, “yea, 
they would. . . would maim you.” that was his point. we talked briefly how it was sort of 
scary for them to be our closer relatives. 

at 11:36 i was watching one female who was by herself at the moment and i was wondering if 
the apes ever play by themselves. even if for only a moment? I saw her adjusting her laying/
seating position on one bamboo pole and while she did the slide, it looked to be a little on 



the playful side, not a direct decent into the new position, but rather a sort of spontaneous 
instance of perhaps enjoyment of sliding down in that current way. I wonder if one could 
ever notice such a thing in Jojo... 

11:38, at this time, i wonder that if it might be possible to play with oneself, could it also be 
to promote a playful engagement of others? or perhaps they simply would like to play alone 
for that time. 

11:40 - one female, makari? - was on the cage hanging with three limbs while her left hand 
was poking at some hanging dispensers of sorts (originally thought they might be logs) on 
the other side of the cage. it was on the most right side of the inside habitat but the left 
cage where keepers will stay. i noticed her reach a finger in and pull out a food pellet. this 
happened for about 30 seconds. 

11:41, while i was still under the impression that these were hanging ‘logs’ another ape does 
the same thing, climbs up the cage part and is picking at the pellet holder on the fence. i 
think this one was rawli.

take a 56 second clip on iphone

11:44 1st 3 min movie of suzie/azizi playing while up on the balcony. the primary framework 
was probably somewhere between rest and play because they were laying down the entire 
time, but on shift in suzie from her feet toward azizi’s head to 180 degrees around where 
they were head to head. they were touching each other with a couple hands while laying on 
their backs. mouths open, not biting, ... **11:44 am -- vid 120 (0:57)- video discussion show 
one ape was on cage and gitting the pellets out of the three looking log things. the ape 
climbs down to the right most side of the space, then looks to start some sort of snacking. 
some people behind me gather, saying how it looks like she was starting a picnic. then an-
other larger female comes down on the ground near the same right side, and moved close to 
her space, and consequently ape having picnic climbed up the right cage side and over to the 
balcony in the top right inside portion of the habitat. 

11:49 the two juveniles are still within 6” of each other. azizi still on right laying on left side 
and head hanging sort of off the ledge of the balcony. jojo is up there too but facing the back 
wall the whole time. suzie was tapping her hand in azizi’s mouth, he had it open, not trying 
to bite and she was sort of rhythmically putting it near and touching his teeth and mouth, 
and he just maintains a sort of openness. 

**11:48 -- vid 121 (3:14)- two apes up top, azizi and suzie on balcony, touching and playing 
with each other. suzie spins 180 so they are head to head, both facing up and touching each 
other with their hands/arms. touching mouths, not biting, jojo is up behind them, other apes 
in left and right balcony, other on right side top glass. the juveniles are sort of grooming, and 
i felt to infer that because of their way of touching and picking out certain things of each 
other’s fur. they are not looking at each other directly though, facing up toward the ceiling. 
it is more picking mixed with very moderate grappling, then moments of brief resting. a 
temporary 30 second pause, then a little more movement. azizi will look outside of the glass 



every so often. azizi lowers his right arm down, suzie then moves hers as it was resting on 
his at the moment, azizi raises his left leg up in the air and rests on a piece of bamboo. rest-
ing, looking straight at me, with my bright green case for iphone in front of my face. again 
azizi opens mouth and is moving his arms while suzie is still touching and slowly grappling 
with him. open mouth, move hand across the mouth from suzie. they are more resting than 
playing or anything. suzie is bopping her semi closed hand off azizi’s face. suzie doing more 
of the grappling, and at one point, azizi takes both arms and hands and pushes at suzie 
where she sort of startles and quickly quits. I note just a quick gesture needed by azizi to 
bring back in frame where the play he was comfortable with. 

11:48 + 1.48 min clip - no more interaction between the two juveniles. they are within one 
foot of each other and now azizi did a 180 degree spin so both their heads are facing to the 
right. (this could be decent indicators of when this play ended, for suzie turned her head 
first engaging more into the play, then when finished, azizi turns around and is laying for a 
few moments. he sits up and all four of his limbs are resting on or grasping some sort of ob-
ject. suzie is laying on her right side with two of her limbs free and two on a bamboo branch. 

**11:53 -- vid 122 (1:49)- another vid of suzie and azizi, azizi is hanging his head off the bal-
cony with the rest of his body laying face up and suzie stretches out an arm to his face and 
just starts moving it back and forth. would this ever happen to Jo? No. azizi has his mouth 
open but she is grabbing at his bottom lip to move his head. after review, i feel that him 
opening the mouth in the first place was a sort of slipping into signaling that he could po-
tentially retaliate very quickly if needed, but there is a sort of insistence and pressing of 
suzie. in a moment he quickly rolls over to his left and body shoves at suzie and gives, not a 
nuzzle but a sort of warning attack on the neck of suzie. it is still play but that moment was 
a sign of a boundary being pushed in one way, the work that azizi did re-framed the action 
how he wanted it. they are still together and holding at each other. they are still laying down 
and both suzie’s legs resting propped straight up on a bamboo pole. azizi, just laying on left 
side and looking down in visitor direction. suzie keeps touching inside of azizi’s mouth and 
lips. suzie finally sits up a minute thirty later and they are not touching.  

11:55 - bahadi is passes over some middle area ropes and branches and pees down on the 
ground, she then goes to the ground and goes outside. azizi follows in a very similar route 
and pees in the middle height area about a minute later; all of a sudden suzie makes a run for 
the outside habitat and azizi drops down to the ground to follow in pursuit. curious per-
haps? or just wanting to be engaged in whatever activity suzie is in at the moment? this 
opening for engagement happened when suzie followed bahadi and azizi decided he needed 
to be a part of whatever action could potentially be. did not seem for a moment by bahadi’s 
movements that she was trying to be engaged in play, but i felt that suzie’s sudden bolt to-
ward the outside signaled a potential play time to azizi. 

11:59 am -- vid 123-4 (0:01+1:28)-- both suzie and azizi are on the ground near the left side of 
the habitat toward the cage and they quickly climb up toward the left upper portion next to 
the glass. azizi follows after her, and this other female ape up top is trying to get what azizi 
has while resting on a log hanging from a cage area just next to an observation window for 
zoo employees. jojo is still up on far ledge. azizi is eating his branches and leaves. female ape 



starts reaching toward his leaves, and she climbs on the ledge facing the glass. **11:59 am -- 
vid 123-4 (0:01+1:28)-- both suzie and azizi are on the ground near the left side of the habitat 
toward the cage and they quickly climb up toward the left upper portion next to the glass. 
azizi follows after her, and this other female ape up top is trying to get what azizi has while 
resting on a log hanging from a cage area just next to an observation window for zoo em-
ployees. jojo is still up on far ledge. azizi is eating his branches and leaves. female ape starts 
reaching toward his leaves, and she climbs on the ledge facing the glass. 

12:01 - there was no noticeable or overt acts of play at this time and azizi is eating... 

12:03 check out clips about the stealing of food. where suzie is on the pipe eating. **12:03 pm 
-- vid 125 (1:20)- suzie is performing a little acrobatics, hanging from the ceiling making her 
way toward azizi who is still resting on the log hanging above the inside habitat. she is com-
pletely outstretched and maneuvers herself to be balanced on the ledge. she is trying to snag 
at some branches and is successful at 45 secs in this video, and she moves quickly toward the 
right from him out of reach to eat her loot. there is an intern or employee peeking from out 
of the window watching the apes. 

**12:06 pm -- vid 126 (1:15)- azizi is playing food defense, and the ape on the bamboo poles 
was right underneath him, but she climbs up back toward the glass ledge. azizi tosses down a 
part of a leafy branch. suzie is now making her way back toward him too. suzie is right next 
to him on the same log. azizi still looks pretty guarded. i was wondering why they could not 
just get their own branches... a sort of game perhaps? suzie is still insisting she get some 
leaves @49 sec. they are within a foot or so. 

12:07 - suzie gorgets azizi and passes over the other gorilla, larger female, and swings above 
her and tries to take a branch away from her, she has slight success snagging a couple of 
leaves while in the above position. 

12:09 - jo is now on his belly on the balcony, looking to the right area of the inside habitat 
and is self grooming, or is he playing with his fur? (more primary would be grooming)

12:11 - all of a sudden the apes drop down, didn’t have the best view of the series of events. 
but one after another they are on the ground when azizi takes a branch. then moments later 
they climb back up quickly and in the same order. of the four that are now up in the trees, 
three are eating a branch and not suzie. 

12:14 - azizi climbs up toward Jo and passes to the right of him, very close in distance but jo 
does not move. 

**12:21 pm -- vid 127 (2:13)- was a scurry of activity, being a sort of scuffle which broke out be-
cause bahati struck another female ape and they both ran very quickly outside. azizi and 
suzie were right behind but by the time the larger apes are outside, azizi is half poised on 
the ledge and inspecting whether it is worth his effort to follow outside. it is now as he turns 
back in. the tension was dissipated fairly quickly though. bahati had ran behind the other 
ape and touched in a not looking playful manner. jojo had even switched positions up top 



but only 30 seconds later he is back down.  one ape to the far right where there is a log 
hanging from a cage lifts up and slams down the log against the cage creating a large racket. 
no action is started after this though. suzie is sort of just sitting against the glass and eating 
a branch after a quick two second flurry of movement. jojo is watching from above, azizi is 
within 7 feet from suzie. he is grabbing some food then quickly scales a bamboo pole to mid 
height and is eating his food. suzie also climbs up quickly to get on a branch. all of a sudden 
two apes drop down, bahadi and makali?, definitely bahadi. i think that bahati was up above 
the other female and as the other started moving away, bahati dropped down and a quick 
moment of interaction occurs. they sort of show teeth but then move away from each other. 

12:23 - 

**12:24 pm -- vid 129 (1:18)- this clip was to show that a man was in the most right corner of 
the inside habitat, the area where jojo usually lays on the ground, and he was observing ba-
hati in front of him, then turns to his left where the other ape was still sitting against the 
glass, and while he was distracted, bahati jumps at the glass and pounds on it about 7 times 
quickly with her hands, thus startling the visitor. it was a simple movement from my right to 
left across the glass, then bahati moves left across the ground. about 45 secs later she is again 
sort of leaping playing at the other ape resting with back to glass. she moves away again 
though about 7 feet away. other apes up above watching down but not their main attention 
holder. 

12:27 - jo is startled and gets up to inspect the commotion  **12:27 pm -- vid 130 (1:41)- again 
log brought up and slammed down, then all apes on ground started scurrying around. there 
are like three up in trees / balconies / on ledge of high glass. there are two up in the high 
ledge on the glass, using it as a sort of balancer. this female up above is tapping rhythmically 
on her chest looking at the back wall and over at azizi who is approaching from left. azizi 
goes to bamboo and moves to middle above part. jojo quickly stands up as a scuffle sort of 
happens. one ape moves above the other in the branches to a balcony while another under 
and tugs on the rope made resting thing. 

**12:30 pm -- vid 131 (1:55)- jo is still in full posture, and all are relatively immobile. some 
other quick scuffle and slams around some bamboo poles causing other apes up above to 
move away quickly then some down to the ground. jojo then lays back down again, and i was 
thinking how jojo determines when play is ended. one ape still on cage getting some pellets. 
two apes in left and right balconies. one up on glass high ledge and other in tree then one on 
ground. then some quick pounding on the glass by one ape above and then turns around and 
hangs down on some bamboo close by. Bahiti did it when she was moving away, the other 
ape up on glass ledge swings arm out in her direction as she moves away. 

**12:33 pm -- vid 132 (2:13)- bahiti is on cage getting the pellets one at time. jojo is up in full 
posture again, bahiti now up in top branches laying/resting and sitting sort of comfortably. 

12:37 - all are still and lying down and bahati was last to move into a comfortable place, 
where there was much commotion in the last 20 minutes between the apes in the troop. 



After review:  This type of looking at ‘play’ behavior would take many weeks of consistent 
observation to get any underlying patterns from the data. We were able to start thinking 
about how apes play in the first place and when their boundary might be pushed a little to 
far so that they would have to ‘key’ their partner back into what was understood as ‘fair 
game.’ I noticed that many times it was the younger apes to do the playing, and only on one 
occasion have I witnessed Kwan playing with Azizi. That was fun to see, a large silverback 
wrestling around with a much younger and smaller juvenile. That play between the son and 
dad was very nice to watch, as we could infer that obviously Kwan had the upper hand in 
determining what was seen as acceptable or not, and Azizi would have to follow suit, or risk 
no more play time; we know that young apes love to play. This led to an enjoyable play activ-
ity where Kwan and Azizi could mingle on the ground without any threat of someone’s 
boundary of acceptable play being pushed too far in either direction. I thought that I might 
be able to say that the older adults know the rules for play better, and this is also why it was 
more enjoyable to see them play. Kwan did look to be having an enjoyable time and Azizi 
gave off the same impression. I figure that Jojo is also a good case to note about this, for if 
anyone gets out of line, all he has to do many times is just stand up and the other apes will 
immediately stop what they were doing. Rumpus time is over if Jojo is reared and actively 
upset. He knows the rules of play the best and is not afraid to enforce them. 












